Seals with tech hats are collecting climate data
in the Antarctic
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Image 1. An elephant seal outfitted with specialized sensors that helped researchers track how heat moves through ocean currents. Photo
by: Etienne Pauthenet/Sorbonne University

Elephant seals are wearing funny-looking hats. Try not to laugh. This is a big help to humans.
Scientists for NASA came up with the idea. They know seals are great swimmers.
NASA is America's space agency. It is studying climate change. Scientists agree humans made
climate change happen. The change has caused problems. The Earth is getting much warmer.
Special Hats Tell How Warm The Water Is

The seals have been wearing sensors. The sensors are metal. They look like bumpy hats. The hats
have antennae on top. They help see how warm the water is.
Lia Siegelman studies oceans. She and other scientists did a study with the help of seals. The
scientists studied how heat moves through water.
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The seals tracked changes in heat. The seals swim deep into the sea. They even go into the
Antarctic's freezing waters.
Scientists knew some facts about the sea. They know currents send heat deep into the
sea. Currents are the forces that make waves.
Still, the scientists learned something else. The seals
helped. Scientists found out heat goes up, too. This
warms the upper parts of the sea.
Helping Earth Stay Cooler

Oceans are like a very big sink. The water takes in the
Earth's warm air. It helps the Earth stay cooler.
It is best when the upper part of the sea is colder. A
colder sea can take in more heat.
Ms. Siegelman said scientists thought oceans were ready to take in more hot air. They might not
be. She believes it is important to know this.
Scientists knew little about the Southern Ocean. They did know it was very cold. Much of it has ice.
They could not send some instruments deep in the water.
Still, cold water hardly stops seals. They swim for nine to 10 months each year. Seals swim deep
under water. They go swimming 80 times a day.
Ms. Siegelman said seals go deep even while sleeping. They sink like a stone.
In October 2014, one seal started her swim. The high-tech hat sat atop her head. Scientists
followed her for three months. She swam 3,000 miles. She dived 6,333 times.
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